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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory. The described
efforts were accomplished under Project 3044, "Aerospace Lubrication," Task 304401,
"Turbine Engine Lubrication Engineering." The work was administered under the direction
of the Fuels, Lubrication, and Hazards Branch, with Mr. Kerry L. Berkey, project engineer;
Mr. George A. Beane IV, task engineer; Mr. Leon J. DeBrohun, senior engineer; and 1/Lt. Earl
N. Hanel and 1/Lt. James C. Ghiglieri, engineers.

This report covers work conducted from September 1964 to October 1965 and was submitted
25 November 1966.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

ARTHUR V. CHURCHILL, Chief
Fuels, Lubrication, and Hazards Branch
Support Technology Division
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ABSTRACT

Some Air Force using commands were concerned as to the adequacy of MIL-L-7808E
synthetic lubricants for aircraft turbine engines because of deposit forming characteristics.
In addition, the U. S. Navy was investigating a class of heavier ester fluids for turbine use.
Its requirements for these oils were listed in Specification MIL-L-23699. In agreement with
the Air Force Logistics Command, the Research al-rd Techuiology Divitiun established a full-
scale program to improve USAF gas turbine lubricants. The program, "RTD Plan for Improved
Aircraft Turbine Lubricants," was conducted jointly by the Systems Engineering Group and
the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory. The program was conducted in three phases:
investigation of more stringent MIL-L-7808 requirements, assessment of MIL-L-23699 oil
capabilities, and investigation of advanced new materials. This report covers only the efforts
of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory in the program.

From the program, MIL-L-7808E was upgraded to MIL-L-007808F (USAF) by tightening
existing requirements and adding new deposit forming and elastomer compatibility test
requirements. MIL-L-7808 and MIL-L-23699 oils were compared and found to be comparable
from a deposit forming standpoint. The decision was made to retain the MIL-L-7808 oils as
the standard USAF aircraft turbine lubricant. Efforts were initiated to develop better oils than
either the 23699 or existing 7808 oils.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The MIL-L-7808 class of synthetic lubri- Navy decided to convert all of its turbine
cants was initially developed to meet the engines to the 23699 oils. At that time, the
operational requirements of high perfor- AFAPL was seriously considering converting
mance turbojet engines such as the J-57 and USAF turbine engines to this oil also. In
J-71. After a number of years of research fact, by joint agreement between the Air
and exploratory developmont, the first MIL- Force Logistics Command (AFLC) and the
L-7808 specification was issued in 1951. Research and Technology Division (RTD),
In 1952, initial use for flightwas in the F-100 the F-105 and F-106 aircraft were changed
fighter aircraft. over to the 23699 oils during this period.

However, RTD assumed a cautious attitude
The 7808 oils have provided good service concerning an across-the-board use of this

over the years. Occasional problems did oil because of its unknown impact on low-
arise. The solutions of some of these prob- temperature starting requirements and be-
lems along with normal advancement of the cause of its questionable use in equipment
state of the art provided the data for the other than engines, such as constant speed
nine specification revisions and amendments, drives, starters, air turbine motors, etc.,
which have resulted in continuous improve- which use engine lubricants.
ment in this class of fluids.

For the past several years. San Antonio On 17 June 1964, Maj. Gen. W. T. Hudnell,
Air Math eriel Ar ea (SA personel hantoni Commander, SAAMA, visited AFAPL andAir Materiel Area (SAAMA) personnel have discussed the turbine oil situation with

expressed concern that the 7808E oils were AFAPL disSystems Engine oringGroup(SEG)
generating extensive deposits in turbine en- 2
gines. However, they produced no concrete personnel.2 AFLC and RTD agreed to coor-
evidence to this effect. During the Spring of dinate their efforts to determine if problems
1964. field investigations by Air Force Aero did exist. In add-tion, RTD agreed to initiate
Propulsion Laboratory (AFAPL) personnel a program to investigate the 7808E oils
found no evidence of excessively dirty en- versus the 23699 oils.
gines. As a result, little effort was expended
an improving the 7808E oils at that time. On 2 September 1964, Brig. Gen. G. J.

McClernon. Director. Maintenance Engineer-
In the meantime, the U. S. Navy was inves- ing, Hq AFLC, e.pressed his concern about

tigating a class of heavier ester fluids for turbine lubricants in a letter to Maj. Gen.
turbine use. 't listed the requirements for M. C. Demler, Commander, RTD. As a

these oils in Specification MIL-L-23699.1 result. RTD decided to honor the AFLC
The Navy's primary interest in the fluids request for a full-scale program to improve

USAF gas turbine lubricants even though nowas their higher gear load-carrying ability firm data had been presented indicating the

for turboprop and turboshaft engines as well eiste of pres. Dur ing te
as helicopter gear boxes and transmissions. existence of problems. During September
During its investigations, the Navy deter- 1964, RTD outlined and initiated a three-
mined that the 2369" fluids demonstrated phase program. The phases were:
cleaner operating capabilities than the 7808D 1. Investigate more stringent MIL-L-7808
and 7808E fluids which were in general use requirements. Develop more suitable depo-
at the time. During the Spring of 1965. the sition test limits and better quality control

Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Division, investigating the same class of fluids, refers to them

as Type II oils.

2 AFAPL and SEG are components of RTD.
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procedures for acceptance of production deposits which had loosened in the engines and
batches. Completion date was scheduled for clogged the oil scavenge screens. These, in
March 1965 turn, caused anoil flow and breather pressure

2. Assess MlL-L-23699 oil capabilities, unbalance and resulted in the oil rejection.

Develop information to determine ultimate During the on-site investigations at Beale
usefulness of this oil in USAF engitnes and AF ,a n r a m u t f w t r w r o nothe sysems Schduld copleion ate AFB. abnormal amounts of water were found
other systems. Scheduled completion d in approximately 40% of the engine oil sys-
was September 1965. tems. It was believed that the water was

3. Investigate advanced new materials, ingested during a period of high humidity and
Develop an oil with 23699 high-temperature driving rains just prior to the incident.
and gear load-carrying properties and 7808 Full-scale engine tests conducted in the
viscosity characteristics. Scheduled comple- AFAPL were unsuccessful in demonstrating
tion date was September 1965. the exact method of water ingestion. During

the subsequent investigations by RTD, it was
During November 1964. Maj. Gen. F. J. demonstrated that the water loosened the

Ascani, Deputy Commander. RTD, requested deposits which normally are very tenacious.
a formal test plan be generated covering the It must be recognized, however, that the
oil program. The "RTD Plan for Improved water was merely a triggering mechanism.
Turbine Engine Lubricants" which was ap- The basic cause of the problem was the
proved by Col. W. L. Moore, SEG (SEN), dirty condition of the engines.
on 7 January 1965, is given in Appendix I. The
schedule of phases listed in the preceding The Beale incidents justified the SAAMA
paragraph was retained, concern and gave added impetus to the RTD

program already under way. In fact. additional
From 29 December 1964 through 6 January engine testing was scheduled to provide more

1965, several incidents occurred at Beale meaningful data for the RTD program. These
AFB. California. which appeared to substan- tests included two 2000-hour J-57-43 engine
tiate the concern of SAAMA. During this tests to compare a 23699 oil with&7808F oil.
period, five engines installed in B-52G and The tests are discussed in Section Ii.
KC-135 aircraft on ground alert status re-
jected their oil out the overboard vent line This report covers the AFAPL efforts
during coast dewn after short alertexercises. under the "RTD Plan for Improved Turbine
In addition. 12 engines in flight rejected their Engine Lubricants." AFAPLwas responsible
oil after periods of 10 minutes to 18 huurs. for those work areas in Appendix I which
The cause was the gross oil degradation list "Berkey. APF" as the principal engineer.

2
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SECTION 11

TECHNICAL EFFORTS

The AFAPL approach to the various tasks in each task. Therefore, this section will
of the RTD Plan follows: cover the efforts in each work area rather

than follow the three tasks.
1. Task I. upgrade MIL-L-7808 - At one

time, 11 different oil formulations were In the RTD Plan, the AFAPL assignments
qualified to Specification MIL-L-7808E. The wn the ite that th e "Berkey,
aim In this task was to determine if one or were the itestat esinaed Thereyi
more of these oils appeared superior to the APF" as the princillengineer. The remAin-
others from a deposit formation standpoint. ing items weri assigned to SEG (see Appen-
The qualification data on these oils were The parenthetical information following the
reviewed and compared. Additional testing listed work areas investigated by AFAPL
beyond MIL-L-7808E requirements was &g indicates the task number, the paragraph
conducted. number, and the subparagraph number of the

2. Task II, assessment of MIL-L-23699 RTD Plan (Appendix I).
oil - The goal was to develop data on 23699
oils in the same tests used for the 7808 oils 1. Panel Coker (.2.A, ll.I.A, and lI.2.A)
so that deposit forming characteristics of the The RT) Panel Coker Test Is used to
two oil classes could be compared directly. determine the teadency of aircraft turbine
The comrarison of the requirements for the lubricants to form coke (solid oildcomposi-
two specifications is shown in Table XVIL luo proica ts). The test method coesists of

3. T.sk II, develop now oil - Initially, splashing a fluid against a heated stainless

the aim was to incite interest in the synthetic steel panel for 8 hours under estabJqbd
lubricant ihndtry towards the development test conditions. The weight of the coke de-
of new fluids which wculd exhibit 7808 posited on the panel at the end of the test Isthe parameter for measuring coin ten-
viscosity characteristics and 23699 cleanli- dencies.
ness and gear load-carrying capabilities. dencies.

After the completion of Task I in February
1965. this aim was changed towards the The RTD Panel Coker is a Modified Model
development of new fluids with better clean- "'o" Panel Coker which was used in the
llness characteristics and 23699 gear load- early versions of Specification MIL-L-7808.
carrying ability. The 7808E viscosity charac- Initially. Intere3t in the Panel Coker waned
teristics were xetained as a requirement. in favor of the WADC Deposition Test which

replaced the ooker test in MIL-L-7W08D.
The AFAPL efforts had to be not only 9 November 1959. Interest inthe Panel Coker

directed to fluid evaluation but required was revived during the past several years
considerable test-method development work by Industry who feel a oilid decomposition
to derive now techiques or lubricant evil- product test Is aodsd. Various modifications
uation. It was obvious, especially Oter the to the Model "C" Panel Coker have been
Beale incidents, that the test methods avail- made and others are stll under •nvesti•tion.
able at that time did not adequately define AFAPJJ became interested in the modified
oil capabilities for extended aircraft turtin coker throug the efforts of the Flight
use. In many cases, specific work was Propulsion Division. Gmeral Electric Com-
involvsd In both areas in that candidate fluids pany. Cincinnati. Ohio. Appendix U conta•ns
would be evaluated In test methods that were a rosumn of the AFAPL work on wxWWlit
under developm•ent In addition, althoug the the Model "C" Pazal Coker which led to the
RTD Plan lists thr separate tarks. AFAPL RTD Panel Coker. Thean modiflcatioms are
efforts were conducted concurrently since primarily intended to establish a more p1o1-
basically the same test methods were used tive control of test conditions which are

3
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suspected of having an influence on test has been changed. At present, the coker
results. Test conditions are maintained at: design is being screenod for areas which

need redesign to reduce the effects of these
Sump temperature - 300F (except for a areas. At such time as it is felt that the test

few tests at 400°F) method is sufficiently repeatable, then new
limits will be established for existing oils

Air flow - 300 cc/min and the specification will be modified accord-
Ingly. In the meantime, the current spec-

Air temperature - 400°F ification limits will be retained but will not
be considered as cause for rejection of a

Panel temperatures - 625°F, 675°F, and qualification candidate lubricant.
700"F (an individual
run is made at eaoh 2. Oxidation - Corrosion (I.2.B, U1.1.B,
temperature) and If.I.B)

Test time - 8 hours per run Oxidation - corrosion tests are employed
in lubrication work to determine oil resis-

The initial RTD Panel Coker work during tance to oxidation from entrained air and to
late 1964 anti early 1965 was actually per- corrosion of metals in an oxidizing environ-
formed under contract with Phoenix Chemical ment. The standard oxidation - corrosion test
Laboratory, Chicago, Illinois. Table I lists used in MIL-L-7808 is performed at 347F
the data generated by Phoenix during this and is defined by Test Method 5308 in Federal
time. These data were used to establish the Test Method Standard No. 791a. Since all the
test method and limits used in Specification oil formulations listed on the qualified prod-
MIL-L-007808F(USAF), 5 February 1965. ucts list for 7808E met the requirements, no
This work was performed on cokers which significant separations of these formulations
had only the modifications listed in Para- were encountered. Test temperatures were
grapi I, Appendix II. The first four oils elevated to attain separation In an effort to
listed in Table I provided the basis for es- quantitatively compare the formulations. At
tablisbtng the, specification limits. Oils 6and 385"F, apparent separations were obtained as
8 subsepuently became 7808F oils. can be seen under the 7808E formulations

listed in Tables IV through XII. These tables
Subsequently, the AFAPL initiated RTD list data generated on some MIL-L-23699,

Panel Coker work with another contractor, MIL-L-7808D, and MIL-L-007809F (USAF)
the University of Dayton (UD). The first oils. and on formulations introduced under
discropancy noted between the two testing Task m. No significant metal corrosion was
laboratories was the UD cokers gave con- noted during any of the testing until the
sistently higher colcng values than Phoenix. higher test temperatures were attained. Total
Table II lists comparative data showing three acid number increase was generally highdue
of the four best oils which are listed In Ta- to the extreme chemical stressing of the
ble I. In most cases, the UD test results do oils in this type of testing.
not meet the established specification limits
which are based on the Phoenix data. These Two types of tests were used, refluxiug
results indicated that reproducibility between and nonrefluxing. The standard 347°F test
the lanoratories was not good. Table III lists uses the refluxing technique, that is, a con-
the UD results on all oils obtained under the denser Is installed in the exhaust thus con-
RTD program. densing the oil vapors and permitting them

to run back into the test oil. The nonr-flwcig
Later, several features in the coker design technique allows the vapors to be ejected

which had drastic effects on test results overboard. No significant advantages of one
were Investigated. Paragraph 2. Appendix H. technique over another could be noted.
lists the modifications which were examined
and are still being investigated. Due to the The elevated temperature oxidation - cor-
effect these modification studies had on test rosion test does not measure the charac-
results, the engineering approach to the test teristics desired during this program. The

4
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oils with known high coking values do not Bearing outer race
necessarily appear bad in this testing. For temperature, OF 500 500
instance, past experience has shown that the
two 7808D oils listed in Tables IV thlrough Bearing speed, RPM 10,000 10,000
XII have poo. -ooking characteristics. How-
ever, they gave very good results in this Oil flow, cc/min. 600 600
testing. The 7808F oils which are oils 6 and
8 did not fare so well in the elevated temper- Duration, hours 100 48
ature oxidation - corrosion tests but are
known to have good coking characteristics. Additional information concerning the Stan-
The 23699 oils exhibited good stability in Oiard Test can be obtained k1 MethodxNo. 3410,
these tests and under coking conditions as T:'pe I, of Federal Test Method Standard
well. Elevated temperature oxidation - cor- No. 791a. To date, no formal testprocedures
rosion testing is not considered to be mea- for the SwRI Modified Test have been pre-
suring the parameters of interest in this pared.
program. The test conditions apparently do
not represent those encountered in service. The eleven 7808E and 7808F oil formula-
Other tests, such as the panel coker and the tions were screened in each rig. Table XIII
vapor phase coker, will be used to stu'y lists the generated data. A general trend can
those parameters, be noted whereby the two tests rate the oils

The standard 3477 oxidation - crrosion in the same descending order. However,

test with the present limits wiln be retained there are enough reversals to forego the use

int MIL-L-7808. of either rig for specification purposes (note
Oils 16, 19, and 25). Some significance is

3. Bearing Rigs (1.2.C, IL.l.C,andMl.2.C) possible, however, since four oils (1, 6, 8,
Full-scale bearing tests are used to study and 11) did perform sufficiently well in both
Full-scaltdep t berming ts arateruseo in tests to be considered as acceptable in theiubricant deposit forming characteristics in evaluation.

the presence of a full-scale antifriction bear-

ing operating at wrmmal turbine rotating In addition, five MIL-L-23699 oils were
speeds and temperature conditions. Two tested for informational purposes. The Swmi
different bearing rigs were used in this Modified Test obtained a much greater spread
program. Both rigs consist of a 100-mm test than the standard configuratin No sipl-
bearing mounted in a steel cylindrical ho g cane can be attached to this difference at
known as the Erdco Bearing Head. The rigs this tme.
differ in their physical dimensions, in the
oil systems outside the test head, and in the Development efforts are continuing on the
oil heating method. One configuration, the Develn mete fts are ontanle ont
Coordinating Research Council (CRC) Stan- bearing tests to obtain more repeatable and
dard Rig, uses arectangularoil tank, internal reproducible results as weli as correlation
heater, and external oil pumps. The other between the two rig.
rig, known as the Southwest Research Insti- 4. Elastomera PAD, I.D, and WAD)
tute (SwRJ) Modified Rig, employs a round
oil tank, external oil heater, and oil pumps MIL-L-7808 through the E revision re-
suspended in the oil tank. The SwRI Modified quired the oils to be compatible with Buna-N
Rig was developed for high-tempera type elastomers. The "H" stock was used as
bearing testing. a standard for this class of elastomers and

Test conditions for the two rigs were: only the rubber swell characteristics were
SwRI measured. In recent years. 'reproved elas-Standard Modified tomers have been developed and are in use

in USAF turbine engines and alliedequipment.

Oil-in temperature, OF 300 340 These are primarily fluorocarbon (Vtun A)
and fluorosilicoms materials. The Viton ma-

Tank oil temper- terials have better high-temperature prop-
ature, "F 340 3 erties than the fluorosilimonoes but do not

5
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exhibit as good low-temperature properties, was initiated to develop a test for determining
Therefore, both types are used today depend- the coking characteristics of lubricants In
lng on the application. the vapor and mist phases or in combinations

of the two phases.
A program was initiated to upgrade the

elastomer compatibility requirements for The test, known as the RTD Vapor Phase
7808 oils. The data generated on all test oils Coker, is a bench-scale apparatus using a
during the RTD program are listed in Ta- 1000-ml three-neck flask as the sump, a
ble XIV. Upon the request of Industry and the heating mantle for the flask, a 6-inch heated
Air Force Materials Laboratory, otherelas- section of 1/2-inch stainless steel tubing as
tomeric materials were investigated, and a stack, a 6-inch unheated section, and tem-
their physical properties were determined perature controllers for the flask and the
as well. When 7808F was written, the fluoro- stack. The test section is insulated on the
carbon elastomer requirements were includ- lower half and uninsulated on the upper half
ed in the specification (See Table XVII). to maintain a relatively large temperature
However, subsequent testing has indicated differential within the 6-inch length of the test
these limits are not too meaningful since section. To aid in maintaining this temper-
results at 400F for the fluorocarbon ma- ature differential, a constant bleed air ring
terlals and at 350F for the fluorosilicone continuously cools the uninsulated portion of
materials tend to be high, especially for the test section. The test temperature is
tensile strength and hardness. With such a taken at the exit from the heated section.
severe test, the results can vary somewhat Test conditions are:
as noted in Table XIV.

Test temperature, OF 700
Current efforts are aimed at establishing

more realistic test conditions to avoid the Oil temperature, OF 350
existing marginah test conditions, marginal
for both the oils and the elastomers. It Airflow, cc/min. 1990
appears that reducing the test temperatures
will accomplish the desired results. For the Oil sample, ml 750
fluorocarbon elastomers, a test temperature
of 347"F (175"C) is presently under investi- Test duration, hours 17
gation. In addition, the AFAPL Lubrication
Group is working closely with the SAE G-4 Initially, a glass test section was used to
Committee on oil-elastomer testing. This permit visual inspection of the deposits. How-
cooperative group Is attempting to establish ever, it was determined that a more desirable
a suitable elastomer standard material for test section is one of stainless steel, the same
the fluorosilicone class. The "F" stock as is used in breather lines. Present exper-
appears to be a suitable standard for the imental work is devoted to the use of a dis-
fluorocarbon class of elastomers. posable test section made of 0.003-inch

stainless steel shim stock which is mechan-
5. Vapor Phase Coker (1.2.E, II.1.E, and ically restrained in a manner so that it can

I1.2.E) be opened for visual inspection of the deposits
at the conclusion of a test run.

One area of concern which has not been
covered by the standard lubricant tests in the The majority of the data generated to date
past is vapor phase coking in the upper areas has been for the purpose of investigating
of the bearing compartment and compartment different variables using a 7808E oil, Oil 25,
walls and breather lines of turbine engines, as a control. Some of these data are listed
The Beale AFB problem was caused by the in Table XV. A review of the data indicates
flalIng off of coke deposited in these areas, that the test is not too repeatable yet and,
During engine operation, the oil in these based on existing knowledge generated in
arasa was believed to exist in two forms: other tests, may not even be giving the proper
as vapors and as a finely divided mist gener- ratings. Note the wide variance between the
ated by high speed bearings. Therefore, work two 7808F oils which should have comparable

51
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ratings in this type of test. The 7808D oil 7. Seal Deposition (I.2.G, II.1.F, and
reading which is low, should be higher since IHI.2.F)
this class of fluids is known to be more
susceptible to coke formation than the 7808F In the past, difficulties have been encoun-
oils. tered with oil degradation products collecting

on dynamic seal parts of turbine engines
and interfering with the proper operation of

Efforts are continuing to develop a suitable the seals. The RTD Seal Rig was developed
test method from a rating and a repeatability under contract to study oil deposits on carbon
standpoint. Another aim, also, is to reduce seals. This rig consits of a full-scale face
the test duration to 12 hours so a test can be riding carbon seal (J-93 No. 2 Seal) installed
completed and the equipment cleaned and in a test head. Rotating power is provided by
made ready for the next test within a two- an external drive system. The head is pro-
shift time span. vided with a circulating oil system and means

to heat the air on the air side of the test
6. Infrared (1.2.F). seal. Air leakage through the seal Is mea-

sured. When this leakage exceeds a pre-
When an oil formulation is qualified to determined rate, usually 5 cubic feet per

Specification MIL-L-7808, the complete for- minute (cfm), the test is terminated. Deposit
mulation listing all ingredients, their pro- levels are determined for information pur-
portions, and sources are listed. No deviation poses.
from this specific formulation including During the RTD oil program, the following
sources of the ingredients is permittedwith- during th e RD iramtefo
out requalification. This requirement is in- test conditions were maintained:
tended to assure that each batch of oil
manufactured to this formulation Is as nearly Speed, RPM 7000
identical as possible to that originally qual- Seal air pressure, psi 30
ifled. A problem exists in that no techniques
have been developed for use with synthetic Seal air temperature, OF goo
lubricants whereby batch constituents can be
chemically analyzed. AFAPL has embarked Oil flow, gm 0.35
on a program to develop such techniques.
One such tephnique which was studied was
infrared (IR) analysis. The 7808F version
requires IR analysis of the qualification Number of oil jets 2
sample and each production batch.

Table XVI lists the data generated during

After study of many IR traces of turbine the program period. The best oils in these
oils, the conclusion has been reached thatthe tests were the Task Ill oils wihich areIR technique is not sensitive enough for this 3-centistoke fluids under investigation under
purpose. One area of interestiin the analysis Task III as possible replacements for the
psthe. Odneit andleael of Intertnthanalysis 7808F oils. It is interesting to note that the
is the identity and level of contaminants. Task III oils performed better than theUnfortunately, the clasres of contaminants 269ol chwvr eevr od
of interest usually fall in the same light 23699 oils which, howevera were very good.
bands as the original materials of formula- One of the 7808F oils gave a good performan7 e
tion. Thus the contaminants are masked out. while the other one was m. roe 78089
Therefore, further work on the infrared oils ranged from unsatisfactory to goo. Tte
technique is not planned. only 7808D oil tested also gave good results.These results are not tco conclusive since

they are based on single data points. Work

Future studies in this area will be devoted is continuing in which duplicate nins will be
to otbbr techniques such as gas chromo- made.
tography, differential thermal analysis, ul- The test appears to be a valuable tool for
traviolet emission, etc. oil studies. The extent of Its usefulness will

7
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be determined by future correlative work two 7808F oils. One of the 23699 oils re-
between the rig, engine tests, and experience, moved excessive amounts of lead from the

bearing cages. The other 23699 oil did not

8. Full-Scale Engine Tests (1.2.H, UI.1.G, attack the lead plating. Normally, this lead

and 11.l2.g) removal feature is grounds for notquallfying
a 7808 oil. However, for the purposes of this

Full-scale engine tests are required to investigation, no significance was attached to

qualify turbine engine synthetic lubricants, this phenomenon. Due to rather extensive

Most of the other required testing is primar- experiences in military and commercial air-
craft turbines, the fear of the effects of leadily intended to screen candidate fluids to removal is declining rapidly. No detrimental

determine if they warrant an engine test.
One of the goals of lubricant test method effects have been reported in service.

development is to attain a level of confidence As a result ofthe added incentive generated
such that expensive and time-consuming full- by the Beale incidents, two 2000-hour J-57-43
scale engine testing will not be required. engine tests were conducted to compare 7808F

and 23699 oils. One engine operated with a
The Pratt and Whitney J-57-29 engine has 7808F oil while the other used a 23699 oil.

been the MIL-L-7808qualification test engine Again, comparable deposit levels were ob-
for a number of years. The MIL-E-5009 tained between the two oils.
engine equalification test cycles are used in No candidate fluids were developed prior
the 100-hour oil test. This combination of No candidate fluids wererdevelopeduprio
engines and test cycles subjects the oil to a tolthecle of te wTD prom;lthun
very severe test environment. Post-test in- ulse ensk t g a l
spection consists of rating the engine condi-
tion primarily with respect to deposits iathe Test reports covering the individual
oil wetted areas. Abnormal wear or other engine tests mentioned above may be obtained
deterioration is also noted. A rating then is from the Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab-
determined for each oil in comparison with oratory.
past performance of the other oils on the
qualified products list. 9. Foaming

No engine tests were performed under Although foaming is not listed as a work
Task I of the RTD program since all the area in the RTD Plan for Improved Turbine
7808E oils qualified to that time had been Engine Lubricants (see Appendix I), foaming
subjected to an engine test as part of their investigatious were conducted during the
qualification requirements. The engine test program and will be reported here.
records on these oils were reviewed to
determine if anydemonstratedcleaner engine Upon release of MIL-L-007808F (USAF)
performance. It was determined that two of and its associatedQPL-007808-1, thevarious
the 7808E oil formulations were somewhat equipment manufacturers obtained supplies of
superior to the remainder of the oils. Speci- the qualified oils for testing In their eqip-
ification MIL-L-007808F (USAF) was written ment and test methods. Allison Division of
around these two oils. One of the remaining General Motors Corporation, among other
oils was found to be somewhat dirtier than things, tested the oils in the Allison Foam
all the rest in certain areas. This oil had and Aeration Rig, which circulates the test
been serviced to Beale AFB prior to the oil through orifices, pumps, lines, tanks.
Beale incidents and is believed to have etc.. under simulated sea-level and altitude
contributed to the dirty condition of those aerating conditions. One of the qualified
engines. 7808F formulations exhibited excessive

foaming tendencies In this test. The manu-
Under Task U. two MIL-L-7808 qualifica- facturer made a slight additive change in

tion 100-hour J-57-29 engine tests were the formulation which was then requalfled
conducted on 23699 oils. The cleanliness after edxhbiting low aeration tendencies in
ratings were comparable to those of the the Allison Rig.
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Considerable efforts were expended by AFAPL for guidance since it had been using
AFAPL in attempting to simulate Allison the faulty oil in some of its C-130 aircraft
Rig results in simple glassware equipment almost exclusively for 6 months. No pro-
such as that used in Federal Test Method blems with fluctuating or reduced oil pres-
Standard 791a, Test Method No. 2211, which sures were experienc,.d and no indication of
defines the standard foam test for 7808 oils. foaming was evident. No RCAF orders were
Air flows were adjusted in the 2211 test. A issued restricting the use of the oil, but
Waring Blender was attempted to introduce several commands did restrict its use to en-
mechanical oil churning as well as air flow. gines other than the ' -.56. The Canadians
Initial results were not too promising. have since switched tb tr procurements to

the modified formulation.
In the meantime, the use of the high

foaming formulation was restricted from
use in the T-56, engine by T.O. 42B-1-620, Since the completion of the RTD oil pro-
11 June 1965, whichwasreleasedbyMAAMA. gram, AFAPL has continued efforts on the
When the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) development of a suitable foam and aeration
received a copy of the T.O., it contacted the test.

9
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TABLE I

PHOENIX TEST RESULTS ON 78083 OILS
USING RTD PANEL COKER

Panel Coke Viscosity Neutralization Amount
Oil Temperature Formed Change Number Change Evaporated
Code (1F) (mg) (Z at 100IF) (a& ROI/gm oil) (ml)

6a 625 17 0.6 0.-3 115
675 49 4.7 3.2, 100
700 242 6.3 6.08 200

11 625 72 - 0.3 0.04 75
675 56 -10.0 0.19 90
700 240 -14.7 0.91 150

10 625 45 - 3.1 0.26 100
675 138 -10.5 0.34 100
700 261 -11.4 0.53 100

8 625 34 - 0.4 0.15 110
675 175 -14.3 0.46 100
700 258 -15.0 0.55

1 625 92 1.9 0.22 80
675 204 - 4.5 0.46 125
700 243 6.9 0.31 100

16 625 186 6.5 1.30 95
675 237 17.7 8.19 125
700 125 11.8 5.02 200

19 675 94 - 8.7 0.10 100
700 589 -10.0 0.35 225

2 625 61 2.1 0.33 95
675 185 4.1 0.80 50
700 818 4.7 2.10 175

4 625 227 - 3.9 0.57 100
675 500 - 9.8 1.19 75
700 701 -15.0 1.40 150

7 625 139 - 0.9 0.27 125
675 686 - 8.4 u.84 125
700 757 - 7.8 0.70 175

25 675 495 7.8 6.52 200
700 1066 7.4 7.51 250

at,, oil later vws classified an a 7808F oil.

10
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF PHOENIX AND UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
PANEL COKER TEST RESULTS

Coke Formed at 675*F (mg) Coke Formed at 700*F (mg)

Oil Code Phoenix UD Phoenix UD

6 49 104 242 360

8 175 258 282

11 56 233 240 792

TABLE III

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON PANEL COKER TEST RESULTS

Oil Oil Coke Formed at Coke Formed at Coke Formed at
Class Code 625"F (mu) 675"F (Nu) 700*F (mg)

MIL-L-7808E 5 12(4)'
11 12(2) 233(15) 792(7)

MIL-L-7808F 6 104(9) 360(6)
8 282

32 37 216 387
36 140(2) 380(2)
40 234 471
41 186 272
42 302 461
43 255 358
47 15(2) 213(3) 417(4)

MIL-L-23699 20 57(9) 133(10) 107(14)
23 16 62 99(2)
28 74(2) 106(2) 111(2)
37 96 137 156(3)
38 85 74 130

Task III 26 588(2)
27 26(2) 117(3) 134(2)
29 75
30 63(3) 89(3) 126(4)
31 33(2) 67(3) 5s
33 76
34 33(4) 86(3) 154(3)
35 100 155 154
39 289
44 155 384 606(3)
45 177 265 562(2)
46 60 172 320(3)
48 29 69 410
49 280 499 583
54 397
55 184

aThe ambere in parentheses indicate the number of individual rus. Results are averages.

11
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TABLE IV

OXIDATION CORROSION TEST RESULTS. PERCENT OF VISCOSITY INCREASE AT 10001F

From From Sout-west Research Institute Data From Monsanto Reseach
Qualification Refluxing Carpoation Data:

Ol Oil Data: Exhaust Norvefluxing Exhaust Numiluxing Exhaust
Class code R•Nuin h t- -

Exhaust. 385uFa 350OFa 375OFa 385oFa 390oFa 400'Fa 375oFa 400oFa 425oFa 4300F'a
347oFa I

7808D 22 3.8 13 13 114 16 23 5.1 60 45( 2)b
24 5 28(2) Gc ISO G

780SE 1 1.8 140 145 390 482 G *1.9 96 141 151
2 1.8 10 15 25 32(2) G(2) 5.4(2) 46 44 18
4 4.7 19 44 103(2) 153(2) G -2.6 218 51(2) 198
7 1.3 79 17 43 107(2) 241 G -0.7 2 137 224

10 -1.4 66 144 327 G *8.2 71 106 282
It .1.5 110 57 70 G(2) G -14.8(2) 73 197(2) 123
16 2.7 29 20 24 38(2) 5.1 18 98 287
19 2.3 153 170 320 G 20 101
25 1.7 20 27 31 G 71 368(2) 190
56 27 53
57 16 23
58 17

56.57 .5 23

780SF 6 1.0 71(2) 26 48 72 86(2) 387(2) 0.0 28 343 523
8 -0.9 54(2) 23 67 1223) G(2) G -11.8 33 19812) 164

32 1.0 271 319
36 -2.6 452 577
40 129 148
41 48 59
42 1.4 174 76
6.8 84*2) 95

2r,99 20 19 15 19 22 28 20 43
23 23 17 24 26 183 17 28
23 10(2) 11
37 8.5 16 16
38 5.0 26 21) 26
20-23 19
20-28 14
23-28 19 18

2023.28 15
Task 26 8
Wi? 27 10 10 12(2) 16

29 98 IOF 109 127
30 0 7 63) 532 2402
31 & i 50 W
33 15 16 Is
34 32 31 38
35 0 8 8 112)
45 148 1141
46 31 34
48 M2 1768
49 6559 1265050 58

ayTg 0, 1tbopatvm

b'Tht n1m11s 1n PtMMifth oMIcalt the 0101111 af tmvkldual lS Reslts are a aqgn
CGelikd; no ttpamatmaoms &Ade

dal tits td equal portions

12
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TABLE V

OXIDATION -CORROSION TEST RESULTS, NEUTRALIZATION NUMBER, mg KOII/g OIL

From From Soulmwst Rmsafch Institute Data From Monsanto Rimsatcb
Qualification NamelulngExhs Corporation Data:

Oil Oil RRefluxing
Cls ~ Rf uin xhut - - - ~ wfuxqExhaust -

Ex701aut 395OFS 3500Fa 375OFa1385OFa 390OFa 400OFS 375OFS 4000FA 425OFS 430OF8

7808D 22 0.96 1.27 1.36 2.24 1.42 18.5 19.9(20
24 1.57 12.96(2) 49.6 24.8 43,6

7808E 1 0.61 0.49 1.08 1.67 1.68 GC 1.86 9.4 7.0 10.6
2 0.52 0.42 0.73 1.10 1.65(2) G(2) 1.91(2) 22.0 28.7 17.6
4 1.38 0.83 0.85 1.28(2) 1.69(2) G 7.9 12.0 12.3(2) 12.2
7 0.73 1.14 0.62 1.23 1.70(2) 2.22 G 1.80 8.0 15.2 8.0

10 0.79 1.03 1.54 3.17 G 3.6 5.7 8.6 22.1
11 0.60 2.19 099 13.96 Cl7) C TV2() 12.0 8.3(2) 8.9
16 0.55 0.50 0.63 0.742( 0.72 8.7 18.1 21.8
19 0.64 1.17 1.14 6.73 G 9.9 9.2 6.5
25 1.36 1.10 1.69 3.19 G 21.1 26.2(2) 20.0
56 0893 1.19
57 043 0.49
58 0.98

56-5-58d0.84
7808F 6 0.58 1.10(2) 0.52 0.86 1.21 1.41(2) 10.06(2) 1.68 12.5 16.6 7.0

8 0.62 7.90(2) 0.58 0.9 8.75(3) 33.6(2) C 10.5 i.5 11.9(2) 17.0
32 1.83 2.01
z8 30.7 28.9
40 1.68 18
41 10.49 1.29
42 0.76 26.4 1.25

6-8 1.35(7) 1.47
23699 20 0.31 0.31 0.38 0-38 0.47 0.68 4.9

23 0.04 007 0.10 0.09 5.73 0.42 2.2
28 0.1NZ) 0.15
37 0.45 0.45
311 0.14 0.59 0.54
20.23 0.15
20-28 0.29
23-38 0.11 0.08

20-23.28 0.17
Tas11 26 0.26
111 27 0.46.4 0.48(2) 0ý54

29 0.27 0.41 0:41 0.46
30 0.20 19. 26.? 21.5 21.5
31 0.06 0.09 0.07
33 0.45 0.50 0.48
34 031 0.30 0.31
35 6.5 0.21 0.2112)
45 0.86 0.84

460.62 0.64
48 2.27 34

49 181s 21.8
so Cis 0.65 j

$Test 011 Wowstwee
bh mob top~ m ilc the I~ d ,uatdi al mws Resubt are sapw~s

so1m:0 dstsealt'.s amle

13
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TABLE VI

OXIDATION -CORROSION TEST RESULTS, PERCENT OF OIL LOSS BY WEIGHT

Fiom Fim Soutimest Reseiich Institute Dito From Moito Reeach
l l Iication RClunporuton Det:

Oil Oil Dua: Ext tsl - Nonefluxing Exlhustl- Noeflxiq Exhaust
Class Code eaf

Exhaus . 385°FS 350°FS 375 0FA 385OFA 390°FS 400OF8 375OFS 4000oF 425FS 4300F8
-

40F 
-

- - -72 
5578010 22 23 31 34 43 0.4 5.0 6.7(2)b

24 .28 3() 55 5,9 6.7
7SME I 34 52 60 65 71 1.3 5.9 9.7 20.8

2 23 39 50 57(2) 67(2) 0.8(7) 5.2 8.0 4.9
28 43 57(2) 61(2) 68 2.2 58 9.6(2) 9.8

7 54 27 42 57(2) 62 64 0.9 4.4 7.5 5.9
10 48 57 63 U8 1.2 5.3 6.9 10.1
11 57 44 57 66(2) 69 1.(2) 4.9 7.6(2) 7.4
16 27 35 39 4812) 0.2 2.4 5.5 6.3
19 55 56 62 72 4.5 8.0 6.3
25 28 36 43 58 4.5 6.%2) 6.0
56 41 55
57 26 35
58 27

56-57-58C 33

7I8F 6 43(2) 23 34 42 47(1) 53(20 0.5 2.9 6.4 5.8
8 28 5(2) 28 42 57(3) 68(2) 69 4.9 4.1 7.9(2) 7.6

32 60 64
36 58 60
40 54 59
41 52 45
42 54 45
68 512) 5o

23699 20 16 10 15 17 10 3.1 3.1
23 18 14 19 21 30 17.0 2.1
29 1212) 21
37 11 il
38 10 9

20-.3 11
M208 13
23-2) 15 13M23-.0 is

Tooh 26 26
Ill 27 24 23 ?4 7) 32

29 52 54 58
30 44 45 50
31 55 51 60
33 9 9 10
34 27 21 32
35 Is 16(?)45 50 t

46 42 4S

aTg 51 63w~
49 46 41
50 44 4)

#i~iut e I woma

14
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TABLE VII

OXIDATION CORROSION TEST RESULTS, ALUMNUM WEIGHT CHANGE, o

From From Solhwust Rmwch Institute Data From Mbma 0o Rlswch
(• wiffication RWkn ' I Cop dm DabiaO h :

Oil Oil Oda: =dust Nt-l x- Exhmt - oDngta t :m "

341OFa codeFa 380 o4Fa a oFa 385OFa 300Fa 402F8 375OFa 4,Fa 4256Fa 4300F
3 4 O i 

I I I
76D 22 0.12 0.26 0.25 0.51 002 0.10 0.(2)b

24 0.14 0.27(2) 0.41 0.10 0.15
78OE i 0.02 -0.04 0.02 -0.06 0.04 -003 0.03 0.14 0.03

2 0.12 0.26 0.22 0.29(2) 0.56(2) -0.02) 0.06 0.12 0.19
4 0.0 0.10 012 0.062) 0.06(2) 020 0.0 0.02 0.04(2) 00
7 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.072) 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.0(2)

10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.06 0.05 3.51 -0.01 003
11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02(2) 0.14 -0.01(2) -0.02 -0.02(2) 0.07
16 -0.02 0.02 0.0 0.012) 0.0 0.02 0.02 0.02
19 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.0 -0.03 0.01
25 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 -0.03 0.02
56 0.04 0.0
57 0.04 -0.04
58 0.0

56-57- 0.0
7805F 6 0.0 0.0(2) 0.05 -0.02 0.02 0.0(2) 0 02,2) -0.01 -0.06 -0.04 0.04

8 0.0 6.0(2) 0.04 0.04 0.0203) 0.0(2) 0.0 0.0 -0.02 0.02) 0.0
32 -0.04 -0.12
1 -0.10 -0.11
0 0.0 0.0
41 0.0 0.0
42 0.0 0.0

6-8 0.02) -0.0O
2369 20 -0.04 -0.02 -0.06 0.04 0.14 010 -0.05

23 0.01 0.04 0.0 -0.02 0.14 0-02 0.02
28 0.Oi(2) 0.05
37 00 0.0
38 0.0 00

M23 0.02
&21. 0.0
n23-' -0.02 0.06
20-2311 0.02

Task a -0.02
III 27 0.02 0.0 0."2) -002

9 0.04 0.0 002
1 00 0.0 002
31 0.0 -0-02 00
33 .0.02 00 00
34 -0-02 -0.02 t0

3500 0.0b"
4S 0.0 0o

n6to toe
4 V.12 002
a -0.02 0.0

#Togt alm np.
"u Dowi% i 6 o o ft &Aft of , *Art" ft . fteft w vm t•,ml
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TAbLE Viii

OXIDATION -CORROSION TEST RESULTS, TITANIUM WEIGHT CHANGE, mg

From From Southwest Research Institute Data From Monsanto Research
Qualification -

Data: Refluxing Nomefing nC Eoxhast- Nomfation Data:Oil Oil Ref iuxinlg Exhaust - NwluigEhut-N elxn xas

Class Code Exhaust- -

347 0Fa 385OFa 3500Fa 375OFa 385OFa 3900Fa 37501a 400OFa 425OFa 4300Fa

780SD 22 0.0 0.36 0.26 0.51
24 0.14 0.27(2)b 0.30

780SE 1 -0.05 -0.04 004 0.0 .0.02
2 0.14 0.24 0.22 0.23(2) 0.29(2)
4 0.0 0.02 0.04(2) -0.02(2) 0.0
7 0.0 0.02 -0.06 0.02(2) -0.02 0.02

10 0.0 0.02 -0.02 0.67
11 0.0 0.04 0.02 0.01(2) 0.0
16 -0.02 0.04 0.04 0.08(2)
19 0.02 0.0 0.02 0.30
25 0.04 0.0 -0.02 -0.22
56 0.0 -0.02
57 -0.02 -0.02
58 0.04

56-57-58C 0.0

780SF 6 0.06(2) 0.02 -0.04 0.02 -0.02(2) 0.04(2)
8 0.01(2) -0.02 -0.14 -0.01(3) 0.02(2) 0.04

32 -0.05 -0.1i1
36 -0.06 -0.12
40 0.0 0.02
41 0.0 0.0
42 -0.02 0.02

6-8 0.0(2) -0.02
23699 20 0.0 -0.06 0.0 0.04 -0.06

23 0.0 -0.02 0.02 -0.02 -0.18
28 0.02(2) -4%0
37 0.04 0.02
38 0.04 0.0

20-23 0.0
20-28 0.0
23-28 0.0 -0.04
20-23-28 0.06

Task 26 0.0
oil 27 -0.04 -0.02 0,04(2) -0.02

29 0.0 0.0 0.0
30 -0.02 -0.06 0.0
31 -]006 -004 0.0
33 -006 -0,08 -0.02
34 -0.06 -0.06 -0.02
35 0.0 0.02(2)
45 0.02 0.04

0.0 0.02
S0.02 -0.02
49 0.02 -0.02
50 0.02 0.0

#Test oil tempeeature.

b•ne numbers in prentheses indicate the number of individual runs. Results are averaes.

clibitures of equal prions.
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TABLE IX

OXIDATION - CORROSION TEST RESULTS, SILVER WEIGHT CHANGE, q

From From Southwest Reseach Institute Dab From !'& nto Reseach
Qualification Corpoation Data:

Oil Oil Data: Refluxing Nonrefluuing Exhaust- Nnmefluxing Exhaust
Class Code Refluxing Exhaust -,

Exhaust - 3850Fa 350oFa ,375o1a838 1Fa 39001F 40MOFa 375 0Fa 400OFa 425OFa 4300Fa
____ 347o1'a I850

I

7808D 22 0.12 0.2PA 0.12 0.37 -0.01 0.10 0.16(2)b
24 0.16 0.27(2) 0.53 0.08 0.17

780BE 1 0.0 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.10 -0.39 -0.05 0.05 1.58
2 0.04 0.26 0.24 0.16(2) 0.27(2) 0.04(2) 0.02 0.12 0.88
4 0.01 0.18 0.37 0.13(2) 0.03(2) 028 -0.1" 0.0 0.03(2) -0.04
7 0.03 0.02 0.0 -0.02 0.05(2) 0.02 0.0 -0.ol 0.0 -0.02(2)

10 0.0 -0.02 0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.0 0.0 0.01
11 0.0 -0.10 0.0 -0.02 0.03(2) 0.04 -0.03(2) - 0.39 0.03(2) 0.02
16 0.0 -0.04 0.02 0.01(2) 0.0 -0.02 -0.02 0.Cv
19 -0.02 0.0 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.04
25 -0.02 0.0 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.04
56 0.08 0.0
57 0.02 -G.02
58 0.0

56-57-58c 0.0
7808F 6 0.01 0.01(2) 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.01(2) -0.02(2) -0.05 -0.08 -0.03 0.14

8 0.01 0.0 (2) -0.04 0.0 0.04(3) 0.02(2) -0.34 -0.04 -0.05 0.0(2) 0.06
32 -0.02 -0.04
36 -0.04 -0.01
40 -0.02 0.0
41 -0.02 -0.04
42 -0.06 -0.04

6-8 0.0(2) -0.02
23699 20 0.02 -0.04 0.06 -0.04 0.0 -0.05 -0.03

23 0.0 -0.02 0.04 0.0 0.0 -0.03 -0.25
28 0.03(?) 0.04
37 0.0 0.0
38 -0.02 0.0

20-23 0.02
20-28 0.0
23-28 0.04 0.04
20-23-28 -0.02

Task 26 0.0
III 27 -0.05 -0.06 -0.02(2) -0.02

29 -0.02 -0&05 -0.04
30 0.0 0.0 -0.04
31 0.04 -0.02 0.0
33 0.05 0.0 -0.02
34 0.05 -0.06 -0.04
35 0.0 0.01(2)
45 0.0 0.0
46 0.0 0.0
48 0.02 0.0
49 -0.18 -0.12
50 0.0 0.0

aTest oi I temperatme.
bThe numbers in paentheses indicate the number of individual runs. Resuh se averages.
CMixtres of equal portions.
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TABLE X

OXIDATION - CORROSION TEST RESULTS, STEEL WEIGHT CHANGE, mR

From From Southwest Research Institute Data
Qualification From Monsanto Research

Ol Ol Data: 'o Retluxing oelxnExas-CrpatnDt:Class Code Refluxing Exhaust - Nonrefluxing Exhaust
Exhaust-

- 347 0Fa 385oFa 3500Fa 375OFa 385O1a 390OFa 400OFa 375OFa 400OFa 425OFS 430OFa
- -i

78081 22 0.16 0.28 0 10 0.24 0.05 0.12 0.20 2)c
24 0.12 0.21(2) -0.04 0,11 0.94

7805E 1 0.02 0.20 0.08 0.0 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.07
2 0.26 0.36 0.28 0.19(2) 0.48(2) 0,05(2) 0.16 -1.38 0.31
4 0.0 0.06 0.12 0.502) 0.0(2) 0.0 0.02 0.05 0.48(2) -0.02
7 0.02 0.0 0.06 -0.04 0.06(2) 0.04 0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.54(2)

10 -0.02 0.0 -0.08 -0.08 0.00 0.0 -0.01 0.0
11 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.04 -0.04(2) 0.06 0.02(2) 0.05 0.02(2) -0.04
16 0.0 -0.04 -0.12 0.07(2) 0.0 0.04 0.05 -0.05
19 0.0 -0.02 -0.10 0.06 0.01 0.07
25 0.04 0.0 -0.02 0.02 0.05 0.02
56 0.0 0.06
57 0.06 0.02
58 0.0

56-57-58c 0.04
7808F 6 0.0 0.03(2) 0.06 0.08 0.02 0.01(2) 0.03(2) -0.02 -0.02 0.05 0.01

8 0.0 0.01(2) 0.04 -0.02 0.01(3) 0.03(2) 0.0 -0.01 -0.03 0.02 0.04
32 -0.02 -0.02
36 0.02 0.02
40 0.0 0.0
41 0.0 0.0
42 0.0 0.0

6-8 0.0(2) 0.02
23699 20 -0.04 0.02 0.04 -0.02 0.30 -0.02 0.07

23 0.12 0.04 -0.02 -0.10 0.02 0.04 0.02
28 0.01(2) 0.06
37 0.02 0.0
38 0.0 0.0

20-23 0.06
20-28 0.0
23-28 0.0 -0.02
20-23-28 0.06

Task 26 -0.02
III 27 0.0 -0.02 0.04(2) -0.02

29 0.0 -004 0.04
30 0.0 0.0 0.04
31 0.0 0.0 0.02
33 0.02 -0.02 0.04
34 0.0 -0.02 0.04
35 0.02 0.01(2)
45 0.0 0.0
46 -0.02 0.0
48 0.02 0.04
49 0.06 0.08
50 0.02 0 0

a Test oil temperatuie.
bTha numbers in Iwentheses indicate the number of individual runs. Results we averages.
CMixtutes of equal portions.
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TABLE XI

OXIDATION - CORROSION TEST RESULTS, COPPER WEIGHT CHANGE, mg

From From Southwest Research Institute DataQualification .... From Monsanto ResearchOil Data: Ref NonreE Corporation Data:
Clss Cf Refluxing Exhaust- Nonrefluxing Exhaust - Nonrefluxing Exhaust

Class Code Exhaust-
347OFa 385OFa 3500Fa 375oFa 385OFa 3900Fa 4000Fa 375 0F'a 408.Fa 4250F8  4300FA

7808D 22 -0.10 -0.16 -0.14 0.12 -0.23 -0.93 .1.16( 2)b
24 0.18 0.22(2) 0.14 -0.96 -0.86

7808E 1 0.02 0.0 -0.08 -0.26 -7.6 -0.26 -8.85 -4.48 -2.88
2 0.14 0.20 0.22 0.17(2) 0.05(2) -0.12(2) .0.35 -1.60 -3.49
4 0.04 0.16 0.30 0.26(2) 0.22(2) 0.34 -0.9 -6.80 -3.62(2) -3.67
7 009 -004 0.0 0.08 -0.03(2) -0.08 .0.34 .0.10 -0.60 0.292) -0.48

10 -0.06 -0.16 -0.16 -11.5 -0.25 -15.63 -4.33 -1.41
11 0.0 -0.59 -0.08 -0.16 -1.12(2) -4.3 -1.66(2) -5.83 -2.85(2) -3.20
16 -0.20 -0.62 -0.43 -0.41(2) -0.43 -0.41 -0.75 -0.84
19 -0.04 -0.02 0.0 0.04 -8.19 -4.61 -4.50
25 -0.06 -0.10 -0.26 -1.40 .0.93 -3.19 -4.00
56 0.02 0.0
57 -0.30 -0.16
58 -0.06

56. 57-58 c -0.06
7808F 6 0.03 -0.07(2) -0.08 -0.14 -0.18 -0.21(2) -0.20(2) -0.40 -3.44 -5.85 -10.05

8 0.0 -0.16(2) 0.0 0.18 -0.16(3) -2.58(2) -3.94 -1.91 -10.44 -6.54(2) -1.97
32 -0.12 -0.10
36 -0.04 -0.10
40 -0.08 -0.12
41 -0.12 -0.18
42 -0.27 -0.16

6-8 -0.17(2) -0.16
23699 20 -0.08 0.0 -0.10 -0.08 -1.54 -0.G8 -0.07

23 -0.39 -0.47 -0.65 -0.67 -1.28 -1.14 -1.78
28 -0.06(2) -0.06
37 -0.06 -0.04
38 0.0 0.0

20-23 0.10
20-28 0.0
23-28 -0.84 -0.73
20-23-28 0.08

Task 26 -0.26
III 27 -0.06 -0.06 -0.08(2) -0.12

29 -0.35 -0.28 -0.39
30 -3.73 -4.62 .10.49
31 -0.41 -0.41 -0.45
33 -0.32 -0.26 -0.28
34 -0.81 -0.79 -0.87
35 -0.02 -0.10(2)
45 -0.04 -0.02
46 -0.08 -0.06
48 0.0 0.0
49 -0.40 -0.18
50 0.02 0.04

aTest oil tempalu#e.
bThe numbers in preqtMses indicate the numiber a individusl runs. Resualts avwewas.
clixtus ol equtl podions.
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TABLE XII

OXIDATION -CORROSION TEST RESULTS, MAGNESIUM WEIGHT CHANGE, cg

From From Souhwest Research Institub Data From Monsanto Research

Oil Oil D : bfNe xi Ehaut - Cgparion Daa:

Rd*iq - I__347OFa 385FA 350OFa 375OFa 385OFa 390OFS 400OFa 375OF1 400OFA 425OFa 430OF`

78060 22 0.20 0.30 0.24 0,40 -0.02 -0.09 -0.81(2)b
24 0.18 0.24(2) 0.16 0.0 0.81

1iE 1 -0.06 0.16 0.02 0.0 -0.34 -0.01 -0.73 -51.60 D C
2 0.0 0.45 0.26 0.21(2) 0.5X2) -0.0X2) 0.0 -0.22 - 5.36
4 0.0 0.16 0.34 0.12(2) 0.0(2) 0.20 -0.32 -0.43 D(2) -11.02
7 0.01 0.04 0.0 0.06 0.01(2) 0.04 0.06 0.0 -0.36 -8.24(2) -49.00

10 0.10 0.04 0.0 0.14 0.02 -0.19 -12.71 6- .59
11 0.0 0.04 0.18 0.06 0.06 -0.11(2) -0.01(2) -0.06 -38.7%2) -36.18
16 0.0 -0t.?2 -0.26 -0.08(2) 0.0 -0.05 -0.07 0.03
19 0.02 0.01 -0.02 -0.45 -0.07 -2.32 0
25 -0.02 -0.02 0.0 0.02 -0.04 0.06 -15.00
56 0.04 -0.04
57 -0.06 -0.06
58 0.0

56-5.5gd0.06
=18SF 6 0.01 0.05(2) 0.10 0.0 0.04 0.01(2) -0.12(2) 0.02 -0.05 -2.95 -31.78

8 0.0 0.04(2) 0.0 0.04 0.03(3) 0.0X2) -0.26 0.0 -0.1b -2.78(2) - 3.75
32 0.02 0.10
36 0.0 -0.16
40 0.10 0.0
41 0.06 0.0
42 -0.73 -0.04

6-8 0.0(2) -0.06
23699 20 0.0 0.0 0.02 -0.06 0.0 -0.02 7.30

23 0.0t 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.02
a8 0.0(2) -0.06
31 0.0 0.06
38 0.02 0.04

20.73 0.0
20&28 0.0
23-24 -0.02 -0.06
&2'3-28 0.02

Task 26 0.0
III 27 .0.14 0.08 -0.15(2) -0.22

29 0.06 0.20 00
3 0.06 008 0.0
31 0.0 0,10 .0.04
33 -0.02 0.14 -0.04
34 0.0 016 V-.12
35 0.0 00(2)
45 0.02 00
46 0.0 0.04
48 0.18 020
49 0.06 0.145O 0.04 .0127

- o -- - -- 2

a Tosm l bwaml e.
b'ni oiifm NAC 1nmhs5 d I ik 600 Of fMo. ROItNiSt Me SiMqs.
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TABLE XII1

BEARING TEST RESULTS

CRC Standard MithaW SW. Molihed Mate

Oil Oil Final Finl
Class Cob Deposit Viscosnty Neualiztion Oil Depoiut Viscty aliz*i OilC C D it Increm Numbli Loss Dat N il LOsS

Ratinl (%at 100FF) () ((0/g Oil) (RII)il) (nlRtnN)

7WE 1 100 5.7 5.9 12.3 El 1.6 2.3 56
2 123 8.3 5.4 7.5 '-33 8.8 4.7 40
4 121 -10.1 11.6 9.1 113 6.3 13.2 60
7 150 4.7 14.4 13.7 IO3 1.2 5A 45

10 120 -11.9 11.1 13.,k 105 8.0 3.0 49
11 95 -14.8 5.5 85 81 -10.5 8.2 58
16 74 5.8 6.2 0.5 103 9.4 5.7 40
19 89 -18.2 5.7 8.7 3)2a . 11.3(7) 2.7(3) 55(3)
25 85 5.3 7.0 7.0 104 1.4 14.4 49

780SF 6 61 2.6 3.9 8.1 81(2) 3.4(2) 2.(2) 36(2)
8 97 -16.4 11.6 15.7 90 -11.0 2.7 50

23699 20 49 10.9 0.1 6.1 32 8.0 0.2 15
23 64 7.4 0.1 4.4 121 10.2 0.3 20
28 41 2.8 0.0 5.82 6.4 0.2 17
37 65 7.7 0.2 11.1 24 7.4 0.2 10
a 20 8.9 0.3 11

a The woits in 1 0 iu IndiCate be mwI u o individlual im. Results ae averags.
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TABLE XIV

ELASTOMER TEST RESULTS

"F" Stock Viton A Fluorosilicone
4000F, 72 Hows 4000F, 72 Hours 3500F, 70 Hours

Ol Sok Tensile Hle a zies wl Tensile Elongs- Tes eElonga-Class Swell l tion Hardness slion Hardness Swell Tensile n Hadness

( S) Ch Cp Chap ( C) Chang e
Class% owel sholre5 No.ntti Clmp R• h eCap(e .)_

S, ( i (' (Shore o) ( ( ,) {hus No) (m) (, ShMreMNo.)

78MD

22 25 24 -47 3 -15 5 .40 •3 .7

780BE

1 26 18 -39 *2 -12 8 -42 -6 8
2 29 17 .33 0 *12 16 -43 0 -15 10 -69 •17 -18
4 27 19 -55 -22 -16 18 -55 .14 -17 8 -82 -44 .20
1 27 19 -39 -23 .10 8 - 4 - 9 5

10 30 19 -60 -27 -12
11 31 19 .59 -26 -10 19 -59 -26 -10 11 -37 0 -6
16 27 18 -72 -43 - 9 14 -62 -15 -10 0 a D 0 D
19 25 19 -29 0 -10 19 -29 0 •10 11 -37 0 -6
25 26 13 .19 0 -18 11 -39 0 -10 5 -82 -50 -18

780OF
6 30 10 -35 -41 -12 18 -38 -35 -15 10 -69 -17 -18
8 25 27 -49 -10 -17 20 -50 -16 -12 13 -48 0 -15

32 26 20 -60 .26 -15 19 -57 0 -19 9 -80 -31 -22
42 26 21 -44 -2 -13 10 -41 -18 •9

236"9

20 20 -20 3 -9 25 -37 0 -14 7 -30 -12 -4
23 30 -39 2 -13 33 -38 0 -19 5 -61 -18 -6
28 22 -23 -25 -14 25 -32 -9 -16 9 -19 0 -7

aDissoled Rubber
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TABLE XV

VAPOR PHASE COKER RESULTS

Oil Oil Deposits

Class Code (mg)

7808D 22 150.8

7808E 25 112.4

25 141.0

25 148.3

25 155.7

25 157.9

7808F 41 83.4

42 246.7

23699 20 126.7
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TABLE XVII

COMPARISON OF HIL-L-7808 AND MIL-L-23699 REQUIRTDMMTS

Requirements 78089 7808F 23699

1. Ortho isomer in TCP, 2 ss 1 1 1

2. Viscosity, cs

at 210*F 3.0 sin. 3.0 sin 5.00 to 5.50
at 100IF, sin 11.0 11.0 25.0
at -40F, max 13.000
at -650F, max 13,000 13,000

3. Viscosity stability at -40"F t6
7? hr., Z change uax

4. Viscosity stability at -65*F
3 hr., I change ma&% 6.0 t6.0
72 hr., cs max 17,000 17,000

5. Flash point, Of sin 400 400 450

6. Pour point, 'F max -75 -75 -65

7. Total acid number, .giOtl/gm oil smax 0.30 0.30 0.50

8. Lead corrosion, mg/in 2 max 6 6 6.0

9. Storage stability, mg/in 2 sax
2 days 25 25 25
7 days 150 150 150

10. Extended storage stability pass pass pass

11. Low-temerature storage stability pas

12. Evaporation, I loss smax 35 35 10

13. Trace sediment, al/200 al oil max 0.005 0.005 0.005

14. Color, ASTH max 3

15. Foaming. al max/total collapse time
in seconds ma"

Sequence 1 25/180 25/180 25160
Sequence 2 25/180 25/10 25/60
Sequence 3 25/160 25/180 25/60

16. Deposition Number, max 1.5 3.5

17. Shear stability. I smax 4

18. Load carrying ability. I relative
rating, isin

2 determinations 76 76 96
4 deternstions ;2 72 91
6 determinat ions 70 70 83
U determinatimon 61

25
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TABLE XVII (Cont'd)

Requirements 780SE 7808E 23699

19. Elastamer compatibility

H Stock swell, 2 12 to 35 12 to 35 10 to 25
F Stock

Swell at 40007. 2 2 to 35 10 to 25
Tensile change. t max 75
Elongation ehange, I max 50
Hardness change, Shore Number max. 25

20. lTD Panel Coker, Sg max
625OF 50
675*Y 175
700O 300

21. Thermal stability

Viscosity at 1000F, 2 change ma& 5.0
Total acid number increase,
as KOH/So oil max 2.0

22. Corrosion - oxidation at 347OF
Metal weight change, gm/cm2

Cu !to0.i. !0.4 ±0.4
Al ±0.2 ±0.2 ±0.2
Ag ±0.2 ±0.2 -0.2
St =0.2 .0.2 ±0.2
Ma -0.2 ±0.2 !0.2

Viscosity at OOF, Z change -5 to 15 -5 to 15 -5 to 15
Total acid number increase. mgKOH/.gu

oil max 2.0 2.0 2.0

23. Corrosia- - oxidation at 4009F
Metal weight change, gm/cm2 ax

Cu !0.4
Al ±0.2
AS 20.2
St ±0.2
4 !0.1

Viscosity at 1O0*F. 2 change -I to I5
Total acid number increase, ngK0OAIp 3.0

oil max
Sludge content. m/lOG ml oil sax 50

24. forromion - oxidation at 425*1
Metal weight change. gm/cm2

Cu report
Al report
As report
St report
Me8 resort

Viscosity at 300*7. I change report
Total acid number I crese, report

"mKON a oil t

25. Silver - copper cor:-oelon. mg/in. max
As 3.0 3.0
C2 3.0 3.b

26. Compatibility pase Pus peas
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TABLE XVII (Cont'd)

Re :ement@ 7808E 780qE 23699

2?. Deposition compatibility pass

28. learing test
Demerit rating, max to
Filter deposits, p Max 3
Consumption, ml max 2,OOC
Viscosity at 100F, 2 change -5 to 25
Total acid number increase, ag•KOH/p 2

oil max

29. 100-hour engine endurance test pass pass

30. Turboprop engine test pass

31. Helicopter tranomission test pass

32. Workmanshir pass pasf
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SECTION EIl

DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM RESULTS

1. TASK 1 The main difference of concern to the Air
Force between the 23699 and 7808F oils was

Of the 11 MIL-L-7808E oil formulations their low temperature properties. The 23699
evaluated, two were found to exhibit better oils, being heavier in viscosity, are listed
overall deposit forming characteristics than as -40°F oils while 7808 fluids are categorized
the remainder. This conclusion was based as -65 0F oils. Separate studies by the Sys-
primarily on the review of the J-57 engine tems Engineering Group indicated that, in
qualification test results. Laboratory test some USAF applications, unassisted low-
resutts indicated these two formulations temperature starting capabilities would be
were among the better ones. Several other limited to as high as -20 0F. Therefore, the
formulations also appeared good in laboratory limiting low-temperature properties of the
test results but were poorer in the engine 23699 oils dictated the RTD decision that the
tests. USAF would retain 7808 oils as the standard

aircraft turbine lubricant. This decision was
MIL-L-007808F oUSAF) was written using announced on 6 October 1965, which is con-the two best 7808E oils as a baseline. This sidered as the closeout date of the "RTD

specification was released on 5 February Plan for Improved Turbine Engine Lubri-

1965. Three new requirements were added cants."

at this time: the use of F stock and physical cants.

properties to the elastomer test, the RTD
Panel Coker, and deposition compatibility us- 3. TASK III
ing the RTD Panel Coker.

Industry was apprised of the requirements
In March 1965, all procurement of MIL- for the new oil (see II.1.C) primarily through

L-7808 oils was converted to 7808F oils. personal briefings with technical represen-
tatives of the firms which are involved in the

2. TASK H tuirbine synthetic lubricant field,

As noted in the tables, the MIL-L-23699
oils exhibited better cleanliness character- Due to a lack of sufficient time, Industry
ist*cs than the MIL-L-7808D and 7808E oils. was unable to develop suitable candidate
After the selection of the two 7808F oils fluids under Task III prior to the closeout
under Task I, the 23699 oils still appeared date for the RTD program. Shortly after
better in laboratory testir~g. However, a this date, oils began to appear as serious
comparison of the results of engine test candidates for an improved turbine lubricant.
conducted by AFAPL showed the 23699 oils This follow-on effort became known as the
and the 78'33F oils to be eqtv4valent from a -Head and Shoulders" program and will be
deposit forming standpoint, ,Two types of covered in subsequent AFAPL and contractor
test wore analyzed: the MIL-L-7808 qual- reports. A few preliminary candidate fluids
ification J-57-29 engine 100-hour test and were screened. The data for these fluids are
the special J-57-43 engine 2000-hour test. listed in the tables under Task mI.

28
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the test methods available to In addition, the full-scale engine testshould
AFAPL, the MIL-L-007808F(USAF) oils are be investigated to determine the suitability
considered equivalent to the MIL-L-23699 of the J-57-29 engine to adequately deflneoil
oils with respect to deposit forming charac- capabilities for all engines and allied equip-
teristics. ment. Engine test repeatability and repro-

The discrepancies between Laboratory test ducibility also is questionable and warrants
results and full-scale engine test results investigation.
require attention. Current laboratory tests
are not considered definitive enough in the The aims of Task mI, that is, the improve-
area of deposit formation. Efforts should be ment of aircraft turbine lubricants, should
conducted to improve test capabilities in not be confined to some program period but
oxidation-corrosion, vapor phase coking, liq- should be pursued aggressively and contin-
uid phase coking (panel cokers), and engine uously. It is anticipated that the AFAPL
test simulation (full-scale bearing compart- "Head and Shoulders" program will result
ment rigs including bearings, seals, rotating in the next generation of MIL-L-7808
shafts, hot seal air, etc.). oils.
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APPENDIX I

RTD PLAN FOR IMPROVED TURBINE ENGINE LUBRICANTS

GENERAL 7 January 1965 Because of the many organizations, sys-
tems, equipments, and functions affected by

The objective of this plan is to integrate the oil program, Colonel W. L. Moore, Jr.,
Lhose efforts necessary to assess and resolve will be responsible for coordinating all pro-
current and future field service problems gram activity and will act as the focal point
attributed to turbine engine lubricants. This for establishing task items, procedures, pol-
plan, encompassing three major task areas, icies, and individual contacts not already
will provide the data necessary to make key arranged for in the plan.
decisions regarding the acceptability of pro-
posed turbine engine oils and their com- This program is of vital interest to the
patibility with using equipments. The three Air Force Logistics Command and is being
task areas of this plan are: supported to a considerable extent by them.

The Accessories, Equipment, and Propulsion
Task I Upgrade MIL-L-7808 Branch (MCMTE) of ihe Hq AFLC Mainte-

nance Materiel Division will be kept informed
Task II Assessment of of all major program activity and progress.

MIL-L-23699 Oil SEJ is charged with this responsibility as
well as serving as the office of record for

Task III Develop New Oil all program activity.

In the course of Task I efforts, an initial PROGRAM SUPPORT
exhtiý', for upgraded MIL-L-7808 oils will be This plan will be implemented within exist-
issued in March 1965. The capabilities of ing project activities and normal organiza-
MIL-L-23699 oil will be evaluated by Sep- tional functional responsibilities. Increased
tember 1965 under Task II efforts. An initial resources required, if any, will be requested
exhibit for a new turbine engine lubricant by standard procedures to support these
will be available by September 1965 during normal functions.
the course of Task III efforts.

Full use will be made of AFSC/AFLC
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT system and equipment management agencies

to obtain the necessary equipment and facility
The plan has been developed and published support.

by direction of Major General F. J. Ascani
(Attachment No. 1). As will be noted, the plan FOR THE COMMANDER
recognizes the joint responsibility of the
Directorate of Propulsion and Power Sub- (S)
systems Engineering (SEJ) within the Systems
Engineering Group and the Technical Support
Division (APF) within the Air Force Aero WALTER L. MOORE, JR.
Propulsion Laboratory and assigns task item Colonel, USAF
responsibilities to individuals of these orga- Deputy for Systems Engineering
nizations. Systems Engineering Group
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TASK I - UPGRADE MIL-L-7808 D. Hýy - The Navy has been contacted

1. AFLC. operatng commands. and com to obtain its experience with MIL-L-7808 and
mercial airlines are being queriedi as to provide Its reasons for changing to MIL-L-
field problems experienced with the use of 23699 oils.
MIL-L-e1)8 oils. Information received from Prnia nier- Reed. SEJ
th ailnsadoeatn omnswl be PicplEgne
evaluated In conjunction with AFLC hardware AscaeEgne eky P
tear-down reports to define specific problem AscaeEgne oky P
areas which may be resolved by th use ofn rpsdsecfcto et

improed lbricnts.will be investigated to determine teirt suit-

A. hl -AFLC ha promote phto ability for use in the upgraded PEL-L-7808.
of togine tear-downs to RID, Only a sml In addition, the currently qualified MIL--L-

numbr i~icaedpobieewihMILL-708. 780BE oils will be screened in these tests to
numbe wasicakedtoprovlmsidedta on-usage catalog their capabilities so that the better
rates oas pase in pron cide wata onl usael oils may be selected for retention on QPL-
epratesncers. ncnucto ih i il 7808. These better oils will, in turn be used

experenceto establish reasonable limits for the adopted

Principal Engineer - Maloney, SE tests for use in the upgraded specification.
The following tests will be investigated at the

Associate Enginsee - Berkey. APF temperahtres indicated.

B. Q2W 9MO&- Contact with A. PalCkr A General Electric
TAC and ADC Is under way. F-105 and F-106 modifcation of the Model C panel coker to
bases were visited and oil usg experience better control air temperature and air avail-
was requested. To date, there In no fctualj ability to the oil has been made. This test
data available on MIL-L-78O8 pr~oblems. which checks cokin characteristics of oils
Discussions with TAC. ADC, ant other corn- will be conducted at panel tmperatlares Of
manams Is OOntinin. 625, 675. ant 7000F.

Principal Engineer - Reed. SCSI
B. Oxidation - Corrosion: A standard

Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF MIL-L-7808 test performed at 3477 oil
temperatuire will also be rnm at 3757. This

C. Commewrci Airlines - Contacts with test determines oil oxidative stability and
airlines (Delta, Eastemn United. TWA. Pan some corrosive properties.
American. and American~bave been made. In
general the airlines have considered or are C. ERDCO ft a Ri. Using the CRC
cmangin oils. The change appears to be cofgrtnTpIteswih3 Filn

largly or coomicresons alhouh afew ant 500F bearing outer race temperatures
new oommercial engines operate at oil tern- will be performed. This test measres the
perabures that apiparently require the newer lubricity. oxidative stability, ant deposit

Oil. forming characteristics of an oil.

Commercial airline experience Is Iincreas-
Ing rapidly at this time and cianbaued contact D. AI&IuMM: MIL-R-25W9 (ftuoro-
is to be achieved. A commercial experience carbon) and MIL-R-2698 (fluorosllicone)
review team will be brmand with AFLC and tests will be screened for their suitability as
RTD! memberships 6D vist key commercial oil-elastomer tents.
operaters and prepare a com hpre wnive oil _______

tsavig rqorot. .~'nrPaeCk The We~t me&-
stares the coldn chara~cteristics of oil mist

Prinicipal Engineer - Read. SZJ phase to predict breather line and sumwp wall
deposi ticn problems. Surface temperatues

Associate Engineer - Blerkey. APF up to 800F will be investigated.v
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F. Infrared: IR techniques will be used Electric and Sundstrand. Data are available
in an attempt to fingerprint qualification on MIL-L-7808 deficiencies.
samples in order that production lots maybe
checked for composition against their respec- Principal Engineer - Wasserman, SJ
tive qualification samples.

G. B04 Qhwgsition: A new test method Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF

recently developed for oils will be performed D. Jig j Uter Tramissins: AU air-
up to 350"F oil and 900"F seal air temper- frame mmaafacturers were contacted con-
atures to determine oil coking and sludging cerning their experience on oils. Letters
characteristics in the presence of large were sent out in September 1964, but no
dynamic seals. formal reply to date. However, Sikorsky was

H. Full-Scale Enfine Tests: Quaifica- visited and oils discumsed. Inputs for limita-
tUon tests, as defined in MlL-L-7808h, will tion of certain specification requirements
be conducted at an oil-in temperature of were obtained from Sikorsky. Tests will be
300"F on a J-57 engine. conducted and reported by Sikorsky.

Principal Engineer - Berkey, APF Principal Engineer - Hanson, SBJ

Associate Engineer - Gandees, Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF

3. Engine, engine accessory. andbellcopter 4. Industry shall be requested to evaluateEransmissione, engi accesso and heicopter- and report experience on the use of upgraded
transmission manufacturers are being sur MIL-L-7808 oils in its equipment.

veyed for their experience with MIL-L-7808

oils and for suggested changes to the spec- Principal Engineer - Maloney
ification tests.

Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF
A. fi•gge: Major engine manufacturers

have been contacted and meetings planned to 5. The requirements for the upgraded MIL-
discuss oils. Each manufacturer willpresent L-7808 oil will be issued as an exhibit and
data regarding the use of MIL-L-7808 oil at coordinated as Specification MIL-L-7808.
the meeting and subsequently provide a writ-
ten summary of its oil experience. Principal Engineer - lBerkey. APF

Principal Engineer - Maloney, SEJ Associate Engineer - Farrington, SE3

Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF 6. C:amnidate oils shall bu tested for qual-
ification to the upgraded specfication re-

B. Enfiado Accessor (Starers. APU's. quirements.
Cq9len,-.tcJ: Hardware manufacturers
have been contacted comcerning their experi- Prncipl nine - Berkey. APF
once with the oil. Same pwmdure as for
engines will be followed. AiResearch has Associate Engineer - Gande. 83.
presented data on starters. Meetings are
being planned with other manufacturers but 7. RTD will attemxpt to defn theposs•ility
no firm date at this time. of establishing a referee oil for use in

qualification of hardware. Should the estab-
Principal Engioner - Miller. SSJ lishumWt of a referee oil be feasible, such

effort will be appUed to any new type of oil
Associate Engteer - Berkey. APF to be inLodcted Inkt Air Foe use.

C. QM t §F&sed rin: Two major Principal Egineers - Berbsy. APF

mamfacturers have been contacted - General - WrIt. S5.J
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TASK II - ASSESSMENT OF MIL-L-23699 H. Vayy: The Navy has been requested
OIL to furnish data on all testing accomplished

to establish and qualify MIL-L-23699 oils.
1. MIL-L-23699 qualified oils will be sub-
jected to a number of standard and proposed Principal Engineer - Berkey, APF
oil tests to determine their capabilities as
compared to MIL-L-7808 oils. The following
tests will be investigated at the temperatures 2. Interrupted oil flow studies will be con-
indicated. ducted to determine the effects of starting

A. Panel Coker: A General Electricmod- engines with extremely viscous oil at low
temperatures on life, reliability, and main-ification of the Model C panel coker to better tainability especially with respect to bear-

control air temperature and air availability taigs.

to the oil has been made. This test which

checks coking characteristics of oils will be These studies will be performed as
conducted at panel temperatures of 625, 675,
725, and 775°F. A. Full-scale bearing tests.

B. Oxidation-Corrosion: A standard B. Full-scale engine testing, fully instru-
MIL-L-7808 test performed at 3470F oil tem- mented to detect incipient failures due to
perature will also be run at temperatures of interr flow.
375, 400, and 425F. This test determines
oil oxidative stability and some corrosive Principal Engineers - Maloney, SEJ
properties.

C. ERDCO Bearing Rig: Type I tests - Berkey, APF

(3007F oil and 5007F bearing outer race 3 A weapon system evaluation of MIL-L-
temperatures) and higher temperature tests 23699 oil will be conducted to assess its
(up to 550°F and 600°F bearing outer race operational capability.
temperatures) will be performed. This test
measures the lubricity, oxidative stability, A. Low-temperature starting tests will
and deposit forming characteristics ofanoil. be conducted on a C-141, F-105, and F-106

D. Elastomers: MIL-R-25897 (fluoro- in the APGC climatic hangar to establish
carbon) and MIL-R-25988 (fluorosilicone) starting limitations.
tests will be used to check oll-elastomer
compatibility at temperatures up to 400°F Principal Engineers - Miller, SEJ
and 350F, respectively. - Cassidy, SEJ

E. Vapor Phase Coker: The test mea- Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF
sures the coking characteristics of oils in the
vapor and oil mist phase to predict breather B. Detailed requirements for J-75P-19W
line and sump wall deposition problems. engine tear-down has been forwarded in
Surface temperatures up to 10006F will be December to SAAMA. Instructions call for
investigated. written report and photograph of findings.

F. Seal Reo A total of five engines has been requested
F po&Wo: A new test method either from F-105 or F-106 aircraft. How-

recently developed for oils willbe performed ever, requirements for low time or no time
up to 400°F oil and 1100°F seal air temper- on 7808, giving maximum time on 23699
atures to determine oil coking and sludging eliminated F-106engines from consideration.
characteristics in the presence of large Initial two engines will be inspected at
dynamic seals. Wright-Patterson AFB, remaining three shall

G. Full-Scale Engine Tests: Qualifica- be inspected at AMA.

ton tests, as defined in MIL-L-7808E, will Principal Engineer - Posson. SEJ
be conducted at an oil-in temperature of
300F on a J-57 engine. Associate Engineer - Berkey. APF
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C. The Navy will be queried.regardingits D. MIL-L-23699 oil compatibility tests
operational experience with the use of MIL- will be conducted on gear boxes, starters.
L-23699 oil. auxiliary power units, constant speeddrives0

and the F-105 air turbine motor to evaluate
Principal Engineer - Maloney, SEJ operating characteristics and limitations.

Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF Principal Engineer - Miller. SEJ

4. Various programs have been established Associate Engineer - Berkey. APF
to evaluate engine and accessory equipment
capabilities with MIL-L-23699 oil. 5. The equipment industry wil be requested

A. J-75 engine testing is under way to to review the operating characteristics of the

determine low-temperature operating values MIL-L-23699 oil in its equipments. Of par-
and/or limits. Both low-temperature starting ticular interest in this proiram shall be theand/r lmits Bohlo-temeraure taring ability of the eq'.•ipment to operate over the
characteristics as well as bearing lubrication entire operating temperature range of -6the
(oili flow data) are being accumulated and enieorangtmrtueagef 6*
evaluated a to +350"F. Industry shall be requested to

review heat rejection rates, possible adverse

Principal Engineer - idiller. SJ effects from the removal of lead by oil action,
static corrosion ef the oil, material com-

Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF patWiblity, rotating seal life, and bearinglife.
Industry shall be asked to provide its expe-

B. Low-temperature starting and opera- rf3nce and recommendations concerning the
tion tests of a J-79 engine will be conducted use and limitat'ons of the oil in view of the
at the APGC climatic hangar to assess foregoing characteristics.
operating limitations.

Principal Engineer - Thomas. SEJ Principal Engineer - Maloney. SEJ

Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF

C. Under the Component Improvement 6. All data obtained from efforts expended
Program, it Is planned to evaluate low- under this task shall be reviewed and as-
temperature starting and operating limita- sessed. A final report documenting the re-
tions of the J-85. TF-33. T-56. T-58. T-63. suits. concluslonE, and recommendations re-
and T-64 engines and various helicopter garding these efforts shall be Iscued.
transmissions.

Principal Engineer - Maloney, SEJ Principal Engineers - Berkey, APF

Associate Engineer - Berkey, APF - Farrington. SEJ
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TASK Ill - DEVELOP NEW OIL F. Seal D egLMMf: A new test method
recently developed for oils will be performed

1. Lubrication properties will be estab- up to 400F oil and 1100F seal air temper-
fisbed for a new oil based upon known and atures to determine oil coking and sludging
anticipated equipment usage, field service characteristics in the presence of large
requirements, and knowledge gained from dynamic seals.
evaluation of MIL-L-23699 oil and the MIL-
L-7808 upgrading program. G. Fuji-Scal ne Tests: Qualifica-

tion tests, as defined in MIL-L-7808E, will
Principal Engineers - Berkey, AFP be conducted at an oil-in temperature of

300F on a J-57 engine.
- Farrington, SEJ

H. Selective arcessory tests will be per-
2. Candidate oils will be subjected to ex- formed as considered -,ecessary to assure
tensive tests to determine the acceptability compatibility.
of their physical and chemical properties to
fulfill the requirements of an improved oil. Princip- , Zngineer - Berkey. APF
The following tests will be conducted:

Associate Engineer - Wright, SEJ
A. Pawel fQke A General Electric

modification of tWe "lodel C panel coker to 3. The requirements for the new oil will be
better control air temperature and airavail- specified and released in an exhibit with the
ability to the oil has been made. This test simultaneous release of the corresponding
which checks coking characteristics of oils specification for coordination.
will be conducted at panel temperaLures of
525. 675, 725. and 7757. Principal Engineer - Berkey, APF

B. Oxidation - Corrgsion: A standard Associate Engineer - Farrington, SEJ
MIL-L-7808 test performed at 347F oil
temperature will also bit run at temperatures 4. Oils meeting the requirement. -f the
of 375, 400, and 4257. This test determines exhibit will be procured and made avwlable
oil oxidative stability and some corrosive in quantity to major propulsion and power
properties, hardware contractors for oil to hardware

tests to that extent required to establish hard-
C. ERDCO Be~ring__f: Type I tests ware compatibility.

(300"F oil and 500OF bearing outer race tem-
peratures) and higher temperature tests Principal Engineez - Wright. SEJ
(up to 550F and 600F bearing outer race
temperatures) will be performed. This test Associate Engineer - Berkey. APF
meas•res the lubricity, oxidative stability.
and deposit forming characteristics of an 5. Depending upon the confidence levels
oil, achieved in ground testing. weapon system

field service testing will be conducted.
D. H: MlL-R-2M897 (fluoro-

carbon) and MIL-R-25988 (fluorosillcone) Principal Engineer - Wright. SEJ
tests will be used to chbek oil-elastomer
compatibility at temperatures up to 400F Associate Engineer - Berkey, A;'r
and 350"F. respectively.

6. Program closeout (oil selection ducision)
E. Vasor Phase Cak: The test mea- will be based upon all data generated andob-

sures the coking characteristics ofoils In the tanmed.
vapor and oil mist phase to predict breather
Line and sump wall deposition problems. Principal Engineers - Berkey. APF
Surface temperabtres up to 10006F will be
i" -estigated. - Farrington. SEJ
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APENDIX II

MODIFICATIONS TO THE PANEL COKER

1. INIrJAL MODIFICATIONS direct introduction of makeup oil into the
sump from the 500 ml reservoir. The mod-An aluminum blank-off platewaspositioned ification consisted of adding a small reser-

around the shaft hole in the sump to more vo,.r between the 500 ml reservoir and the
closely control air flow through the sump. sump. The 500-mi reservoir, fitted with a

Elevated temperature air was circulated two-tube feeder in place of the original one-
through the sump to decrease the cooling tube feeder, rests directly on top of the small
effects on the test oil. reservoir which is, in turn, connected to the

Isump by a tube. This arrangement feeds oil
Test panel material was changed from in muh&Lalrqatte e edbtaaluminum to 321 stainless steel to permit inmuch i,:.aller quantities per feed but at

te321stte eates. steemore frequent intervals than originally thus
higher panel test temperatures. maintaining a more constant oil level in the

The sump heater capacity was increased sump.
from 125 watts to 400 watts to permit higher
panel test temperatures. Wear of the aluminum bushing allowed

2. ADDITIONA-L MODIFICATMONS misalignment of the shaft. The aluminum
RESULTING FRC.vi AFAPL bushing was replaced by a ball bearing. How-OBSERVATIONS ever, shaft wobble problems were still en-

countered. A cantilever arrangement was
Large variations in oil level were encoun- then adopted whereby the shaft is supported

tered in the original configuration due to the only by the drive motor gearbox.
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